LIFETIME STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY WARRANTY:
SOTA Offroad, Inc. warrants that all wheels carrying the SOTA Offroad brand are free of structural, manufacturing or material
defects, resulting in a structural failure, such as cracking or air loss, if used under normal and intended use of this warranty.
CONCENTRICITY WARRANTY:
SOTA Offroad, Inc. warrants that all wheels are “true” within .027 inch radial and lateral run-out. Warranty claims for lack of
concentricity or out-of-round is limited to the first thirty days of ownership. Check wheels for out-of-round before mounting
tires on the wheels and/or within 30 days of purchase.
FINISH WARRANTY – CAST WHEELS:
Painted Wheel Finish: The painted finish on all SOTA Offroad (Death Metal Black and Stealth Black) is covered by a 2-year limited
warranty. However, it is up to the consumer to keep wheels clean and free of road salt and other caustic chemicals. Wheels
should be cleaned with ordinary soap and water. Do not use wheel cleaners.
EXCLUSIONS & LIMITATIONS:
All warranties are extended to the initial retail purchaser only and are not transferable. Proof of purchase is required in every
case. Exclusions from warranty coverage include damage or degradation caused by accident, abuse, fire, overload, modification,
physical or exposure to harsh chemical agents. The replacement wheel may be a new or otherwise improved part. As such, it is
not the responsibility of SOTA Offroad to match the remaining vehicle wheels to the new part. This is a Limited Warranty.
Therefore no warranties or representations expressed or implied, including any implied warranty of merchantability for fitness
for particular purpose, which extends beyond the descriptions and limitations of the face hereof and none shall be implied by
law. SOTA Offroad neither assumes nor authorizes any dealer, representative, or other person, or entity to assume for it any
obligation or liability in connection with SOTA Offroad products, uses, or applications. SOTA Offroad further reserves the right to
make changes or improvements in design, materials, or specifications or make replacement products without incurring any
obligations to replace, change or improve products manufactured prior hereto. SOTA Offroad will not be responsible for any
damage or loss caused by delays, failure, or any consequential damage, regardless of cause. SOTA Offroad will not be
responsible for labor, transportation, or any other charges incurred in the replacement or repair of a defective part. This
warranty does not limit your rights, which may be available under Individual State laws.
THE WARRANTY IS VOID IF:
The wheel is damaged in shipping, installer error, misuse, accident or negligence, or has been repaired or altered by anyone
other than SOTA Offroad. If the wheel was overloaded or used in an application other than its specified use.

RETURNS REQUIRE PRIOR WRITTEN AUTHORIZATION WITH A RA NUMBER
ALL RETURNS MUST BE RETURNED IN ORIGINAL BOX AND PACKAGING
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL (888) 313-2580

